About ARH
Committed to Innovation, Quality and Customer Service

ARH INC.
As an essentially innovation-driven company, success of ARH lies in strong focus on continuous research and development to create new
technologies and in the ability to apply these technologies to meet continuously changing customer needs.

When you work with ARH, you gain over two decades of know-how and hands-on experience of OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and
imaging technologies. Technologies of ARH are manifested in two main product lines:
>> ANPR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) software and dedicated cameras optimized for ANPR / LPR operation
>> ID document scanners and biometrics: advanced ID document scanners and fingerprint live scanner
The name: ARH stands for Adaptive Recognition Hungary that reflects to the state of the art OCR know-how of the company and its Hungarian origin.
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>> Dedication to customers’ success,
understanding customer needs
>> Innovation that matters –
continuous in-house development
>> Trust and personal responsibility –
excellent pre- and after sales service

Established in 1991, privately owned corporation
HQ: Budapest, Hungary (EU), Factory: Perbal, Hungary (EU)
Number of ANPR / LPR installations: more than 50,000 worldwide
Number of ID document scanner installations: more than 30,000 worldwide
In total, more than 2500 system integrator companies use ARH technology
Five times awarded the “Technology Fast 50 Central Europe” prize by Deloitte

Certifications
ARH is committed to provide uncompromised high quality in all of its product at all time. ARH is certified according to three different ISO
standards conforming to the highest International Standards.

ISO 9001:2008

ISO 14001:2004

ISO 27001:2005

Quality management system that
embraces the entire operation workflow:
development, manufacturing and
customer support.

Environmental management system that
helps ARH to minimize the negative
environmental effect of its operations. ARH
is committed to be a green company.

Information security management system
that ensures to protect the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of sensitive data
within ARH.

